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NONLINEAR VOLTERRA INTEGRAL EQUATIONS IN ORLICZ SPACES
Let X be a separable Banaoh spaoe. In this paper ve in» vestigate the integral equation t where a solution x is a function from a compaot interval J « [0,a] into X. We give sufficient conditions for the existence of solutions of (1) belonging to the generalised Orlioz spaoe L^iJ,X). Moreover, we prove that the set S of all solutions xeL^fJ,!) of (1) is a conpaot R^, i.e. S is homeomorphic to the intersection of a decreasing sequenoe of conpaot absolute retracts. Throughout this paper we assume that D » [0,d], R + • [0,°°) and fx is the Lebesgae measure in R; the symbol / denotes the Bochner integral.
Orlioz spaoes A function <p:R + *D ~is called a (generalised) N-funotion if (i)
<p(0,t) -0 for almost all t € D; (ii) for almost every teD the function u-*-cp(u,t) is oonvex and nondeoreasing on R + ; (iii) for any ueR the function t -^cp(u,t) is Immeasurable * ® of disjoint 8ubintervals of J such that jjÎT^) < Ô, we have n n /<p(A |x(t)|,t)dt-2 / <PlA|*tt)| ,t|dt < 2 || v <n.
If a sequence (x Q ) c E^f J,R) has equi-absolutely continuous norms and converges in measure, then (x n ) converges in E^iJjR).
Proof.
We repeat the proof of Lemma 11.2 from [6]. Por a given £>0 put G^ ={teJ: | x fl (t)-x m (t)| >7}, where 7 = e/3||Xj|| v . Choose Ô > 0 in such a way that ||x n <x T ]|<p <e/3 for n = 1,2,... and ary measurable subset T of J such that fx(T) <i. Sinoe the sequence (x n ) converges in measure, there exists a positive integer n Q such that f»(G nn )<6 fpr m,n>n 0 ?IIXj||«> e mn mn for m,n>n 0 , so that (x Q ) satisfies the Cauchy condition for the convergence in E^fJ.R). As the spaae E^(J,R) is complete, this implies the convergence of (x Q ) in E<p(J,R).
Measures of noncompactnesB
Por any bounded subset A of X the ball measure of noncompactness of A, denoted |J(A), is defined to be the infimum of For any subinterval J of D denote by L,p(J,X) the set of all strongly measurable functions x:J-»X such that || *||e L^fJjR). Analogously we define E^iJ.X). Then L^JfX) is a Banach space with, the norm |jx= IIII * II ll^* Owing to (4) it is clear that L^tJ.X) CL 1 (J,X).
We introduce an operator F defined by t Pfx) (t) -J f(t,s,x{s))ds (te D, xeE^D.X)). By Lemma 1 from (6) we conclude that F maps B^,(D t X) into itself. We shall show that F is continuous. Let x Qt x Q e B^(D t X) and lim ll* n -x 0 ||(p" Suppose that || F(x n )-F(x 0 )|| ^ does not n converge to 0 as n -Thus there are e>0 and a subsequence (x Q ) such that (8) ||F(x n ) -F(x 0 )|| v > £ for j=1,2 f ... J and lim x_ (t) = x rt (t) for a.e. teD. Consequently, by (7), for a.e. teD the sequenoe (||f{t,s,x n (s))||) ie equi-integrable on [0,t]. As for a.e. teD lim f(t,s,r (sj) = f(t,s,x is)) for a.e. se[0,t], the Vitali convergenoe theorem proves that lim F(x" )(t) = F(xJ(t) for a.e. teD. Thus, by (18), t v(t)4 J h(t,B,v(s))ds + e < J h(t,s,v(s))ds + e.
T 0 Aa e is arbitrary, this proves that t v(t) <J h(t,8,v(s))ds. 0 Since this inequality holds for a.e. te J and, by (21), teB^J.R), we deduoe that v(t) « 0 for a.e. t e J, Consequently, by (20) and (18), ^(V) = 0, so that the set V is relatively compact in L*. Thus we can find a subsequence (u_ ) of (u") Hi A 1 V which is convergent in L. On the other hand, from (12) and (13) it follows that the sequenoe (a fl ) has equi-absolutely continuous norms in L^. Hence the sequence (u Q ) converges in E,^ to a function u. By (17) and the continuity of F, this implies that || u -p -F(u)||(p = 0, so that t u(t) • p(t) + J f(t,s,u(s))d8 for a.e. t€ J. Let Y be a given compact subset of E , and let (u Q ) be an infinite sequenoe in (I -G)~1(Y). Since u fl -p -F(u n )e y for n • 1,2,..., we can find a subsequence (u^ ) of (u Q ) and yeY suoh that ^ lim || u -p -F(u) -y 0.
3-°° i i
As, by (4), the convergence in L^ implies the convergence in L 1 , we have lia' || u" -p -F(u_ ) -y|| » 0, By passing to J-» D i "1 a subsequence if neoessary, we may assume that lim (u" (t) -p(t) -P(u n )(tj) = y(t) for a.e. 11 J.
Jn i n J
Putting V = {u Q : j = 1,2,...} and repeating the argument from the proof of Th. 1, we conclude that the set V is relatively compact in E^. As U is a complete metric subspace of E^, this proves (30). Prom (26), (29) and (30) it follows that the mapping G : U -E^ satisfies all assumptions of Th. 7 of [2] , and therefore the set (I -G)~1(0) is a compact R^. On the other hand, if ieS, then analogously as for u Q in the proof of (13) • it can be shown that ^ <p(|| x(s)|| ,s)dB ^ r, i.e. xeU.
Thus S • (I -G)~1(0), whioh ends the proof of Th. 2.
